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and 5Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, PolandABSTRACT Mechanical signals regulate functions of mechanosensitive proteins by inducing structural changes that are deter-
minant for force-dependent interactions. Talin is a focal adhesion protein that is known to extend under mechanical load, and it
has been shown to unfold via intermediate states. Here, we compared different nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulations to study unfolding of the talin rod. We combined boxed MD (BXD), steered MD, and umbrella sampling (US) techniques
and provide free energy profiles for unfolding of talin rod subdomains. We conducted BXD, steered MD, and US simulations at
different detail levels and demonstrate how these different techniques can be used to study protein unfolding under tension. Un-
folding free energy profiles determined by BXD suggest that the intermediate states in talin rod subdomains are stabilized by
force during unfolding, and US confirmed these results.SIGNIFICANCE Talin is an example of mechanosensitive proteins that undergo unfolding under force, which regulates
their ability to bind different partners. We applied different nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulation techniques
to study unfolding of individual talin rod subdomains under tension. Specifically, we combined boxed MD, steered MD, and
umbrella sampling and demonstrated how these methods can be combined when applied at different conditions from
coarse-grained force field and implicit solvent to all-atom resolution with explicit solvent model. We provide a detailed
analysis of talin rod subdomain unfolding, which suggests that the three-helix intermediate is stabilized by force during
unfolding.INTRODUCTION
Mechanical force has been shown to regulate functions of
mechanosensitive proteins. Mechanical signals are con-
verted to biochemical activity by modulation of protein
structural states, which leads to a change in affinity for
different binding partners; thus, functions vary depending
on the structural state. Mechanical force applied to protein
structure helps to overcome large free energy barriers be-
tween different structural states with different functions
(1,2).
One such mechanosensitive protein is talin. It is an intra-
cellular protein that physically connects the intracellular
actin cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix via transmem-
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creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).large a-helical rod, and a dimerization domain. The rod
domain has multiple binding partners, which apply mechan-
ical load to its structure (5). Talin consists of 13 subdomains
(R1–R13), usually called bundles, which are formed by four
or five a-helices, packed into a chain. The ability of the rod
subdomains to bind different partners is regulated by me-
chanical force. Folded subdomains bind F-actin, RIAM,
DLC1, KANK1, and others, whereas vinculin is known to
bind to unfolded subdomains (6–8). Thus, mechanical
load applied to the talin rod structure modulates its functions
by changing the affinity of binding sites for protein partners.
Mechanical stretching of the talin rod leads to the unfolding
of its subdomains, the opening of cryptic vinculin-binding
sites, and the recruitment of vinculin, which also binds actin
filaments (9–11).
In our previous studies, we have shown that talin rod sub-
domains have varying mechanical stability. The five-helix
R9 is mechanically the strongest (12), whereas the four-he-
lix R3 is known to be mechanically the weakest bundleBiophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020 939
Mykuliak et al.because of a cluster of four threonine residues in the hydro-
phobic core of the bundle (13,14). We demonstrated that un-
der mechanical load, both five- and four-helix subdomains
unfold through three-helix intermediates and hypothesized
that the three-helix intermediates exist under force only
(15). However, the free energy landscapes for the unfolding
of the subdomains and thus free energy barriers and stability
of the three-helix states remain unknown.
Unfolding of a-helical proteins, including the talin rod,
has been previously studied using experimental and theoret-
ical techniques. Experimental methods involve magnetic
tweezers and atomic force microscopy (AFM), whereas
theoretical methods utilize nonequilibrium molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations techniques (16). One such tech-
nique is steered MD (SMD), which allows protein
unfolding to be studied usually by extending the protein
end-to-end distance using constant velocity or constant
force pulling. Another technique is boxed MD (BXD),
which divides the reaction coordinate into small boxes
where the velocity of the trajectory is inverted in the direc-
tion of the reaction coordinate every time the trajectory hits
a boundary of the box (17). The simulations can be
performed at different detail levels using either explicit or
implicit water model and all-atom, united-atom, or coarse-
grained force field. These methods require careful
parametrization, and the interpretation of the data is not
straightforward. Moreover, there are a limited number of
studies comparing the nonequilibrium methods in studying
complex protein systems. It is worth noting that a-helical
proteins are more challenging in unfolding experiments
compared to b-structures because of the fact that a-helical
proteins are softer.
In this study, we combined BXD and SMD simulations to
study the mechanisms of unfolding for the individual talin
rod subdomains R9 and R3 and tandem domains R1–R2.
Combining the advantages of different nonequilibrium
MD techniques, we propose a model of how these computa-
tional methods can be utilized to study proteins under me-
chanical load. We provide free energy landscapes of the
unfolding using BXD and umbrella sampling (US), which
demonstrates that the three-helix intermediates in talin rod
subdomains exist under mechanical load only.Theory
MD simulation helps to interpret experimental data on pro-
tein unfolding. SMD performs such simulations in the most
straightforward way by pulling the protein termini (15,18).
In SMD simulations, the pulling work is calculated, yielding
a work profile along the reaction coordinate, which is
similar to the potential of mean force (PMF) or free energy
along the protein direction of pulling as a function of the
displacement:
DGzDW (1)940 Biophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020However, SMD simulation of the dynamics of an AFM
unfolding experiment with realistic pulling speed would
require too much computational time. In practice, the pull-
ing speed in the simulations is several orders of magnitude
faster than in an experiment. The pulling force used in
SMD is also significantly higher than the experimental
one. The use of nonphysical conditions, such as high force
and high speed, may lead to the generation of artificial struc-
tural states.
BXD is another method that has recently been applied
to simulations of protein pulling. BXD does not apply
any additional pulling force. Instead, it splits the reac-
tion coordinate into a number of boxes in which the tra-
jectory is locked. When the trajectory ‘‘hits’’ a box wall,
it is reversed with respect to the direction of the reaction
coordinate. Once sufficient statistics are accumulated,
the trajectory is allowed to the next box, and the pro-
cedure is repeated. The rate constant of going from
box to box is calculated as an average time between
the subsequent ‘‘hits.’’ At the end, BXD produces a
set of box-to-box rate constants from which PMF can
be recovered. Then, the free energy difference between
two neighboring boxes and the whole PMF profile can
be recovered as





; (2)where km  1,m, km,m  1, and Km  1,m are box-to-box rate
constants and equilibrium constant, respectively (see
(17,19) for more details). BXD is very similar in spirit to
US, which uses an additional parabolic potential to bias
the dynamics instead of boxes. Unlike SMD, BXD trajec-
tories are close to equilibrium as an equilibrium within
each box is assumed and tested for.
Thus, SMD and BXD complement each other and allow
to look at the dynamics of unfolding under two different re-
gimes. SMD simulates fast and nonequilibrium unfolding,
whereas BXD looks at slower unfolding describing
nonequilibrium effects only by kinetics between the boxes
(unpublished data). In this article, SMD and BXD are
used to calculate the work profile and PMF of talin unfold-
ing. Both the PMF itself and the differences between work
profiles and PMFs calculated in two different ways provide
useful information about the mechanism of protein
unfolding.
BXD simulations were performed with the implicit sol-
vent model, and SMD simulations were performed with
the with explicit solvent model. To account for the differ-
ence in the description of water, we performed US with
explicit water. In addition, to speed up SMD, coarse-grained
SMD was performed. More technical details about BXD,
SMD, US, and coarse-grained SMD can be found in the
Materials and Methods.
Mechanical Unfolding of ProteinsMATERIALS AND METHODS
Structure preparation and analysis
Talin rod subdomains R9 and R3 were used as monomers, and subdomains
R1–R2 as a tandem fragment were used in our simulations. The following
structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) were used as initial models for
the simulations: PDB: 2L7A for R3 (residues 796–909), PDB: 2KBB for R9
(residues 1657–1825), and PDB: 1SJ8 for R1–R2 dimer (residues 487–
782). Analysis of the protein helicity was performed using DSSP (20)
and includes a-, 310-, and p-helices.BXD simulations
BXD simulations were performed using CHARMM (21) at the Taito super-
computer (CSC, Kajaani, Finland). The EEF1 implicit solvent model and
CHARMM19 united-atom force field were used for the simulations
together with the Langevin thermostat set to 300 K. The production BXD
simulations were carried out with 0.5 nm window size, and the number
of events was set to 1000 and 2000.All-atom SMD simulations
SMD simulations were performed using Gromacs (22) at the Sisu super-
computer (CSC – IT Center for Science, Espoo, Finland). The
CHARMM27 all-atom force field (23) and the explicit TIP3P water model
(24) in 0.15 M KCl solution were used. The system preparation was per-
formed using the same approach as described in our previous study (15),
in which the energy minimization of the system is followed by three steps
of equilibration of the system with harmonic potential restraints put on all-
protein heavy atoms to allow the solution to take proper positions around
the protein fold. Each system was then equilibrated up to 100 ns using
NPT ensemble, in which V-rescale (25) and Berendsen (26) algorithms
were used to maintain the system at 310 K and 1 bar, respectively. The tem-
perature coupling was applied separately for the protein and solution parts.
The snapshots at 5 ns for R9 and R3 monomers and at 15 ns for R1–R2 tan-
dem were used as starting structures for the SMD simulations. The selection
of the starting snapshots was based on the analysis of protein relaxation by
monitoring the root mean-square deviation of the Ca atoms. In SMD sim-
ulations, the pressure coupling was switched off for the dimension of pull-
ing, and the weak Berendsen algorithm was used for temperature coupling.
The constant velocity pulling with 2 nm/ns speed was performed by
applying the force to the Ca atom of the C-terminal protein residue and re-
straining the movements of the Ca atom of the N-terminal residue with har-
monic potential. The spring constant was set to 1000 kJ/mol nm2. The
calculation of work done by pulling in SMD simulations was performed us-
ing PLUMED 2.5 (27).PMF calculation using US
The US method was used to calculate the PMF for the unfolding of the talin
rod subdomain R9. All sampling simulations were performed using Gro-
macs (22), and the final PMF was constructed using the weighted histogram
analysis method as implemented in Gromacs. The starting structures for US
simulations were taken from the SMD trajectory of R9 unfolding, in which
20 nm extension and 0.1 nm window size were used. An umbrella was set to
2000 kJ/mol nm2. The Ca atom of the N-terminal residue was harmonically
restrained with 2000 kJ/mol nm2. Because the original SMD box size and
hence the system was very big, the size of the box was adjusted for every
single US simulation to reduce the computational resources and time
needed. This process was automated and included generation of a system,
energy minimization, and 1 ns equilibration of the system using harmonic
position restraints at 2000 kJ/mol nm2 put on all-protein heavy atoms. Thus,
the size of each system lied between 26,000 and 81,000 atoms. In total,205 US simulations were performed, in which each was run was simulated
for 30 ns. The last 20 ns of the US simulations were used to reconstruct the
PMF profile.Coarse-grained SMD
Coarse-grained simulations are performed using a structure-based model
(28–31) with single amino acid resolution and interaction centers located
on each amino acid’s Ca atom. Peptide bonds connecting consecutive res-
idues are simulated by a harmonic potential, with additional terms promot-
ing native local chirality of the chain (32). Nonbonded interactions are












with rij denoting the distance between amino acids i and j, and sij chosen
such that the minimum of the potential is located at the native distance of
given pair of residues. The depth of the potential well is uniform for all in-
teractions and was determined by comparison with protein unfolding exper-
iments (29) to be 110 5 10 pNÅ. Native nonbonded interactions are
determined by the overlap criterion (33), i.e., for each heavy atom in the
native structure, its van der Waals radius is determined and enlarged 1.24
times. If two heavy atoms from any pair of amino acids sequentially sepa-
rated by at least two other residues overlap, they are said to form a native
contact. For all remaining pairs of residues, their Lennard-Jones potential
is set to be purely repulsive below rij ¼ 4 Å.
The system is evolved in time using a fifth-order corrector-predictor al-
gorithm according to Langevin dynamics, with dampening terms and ther-





. Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature,
and g ¼ 2m/t is the damping coefficient, with m being the mass of the res-
idue. The model is considered in an overdamped limit, with t of the order of
1 ns (34,35), and the equations of motion are integrated with the time step of
0.005 t. All simulations are performed at room temperature, i.e., kBT ¼
0.3ε.
The unfolding is performed by attaching elastic springs (spring constant
of 0.12ε/Å2) to both termini of the protein and moving one of the springs
with a constant velocity vp. In this study, unless stated otherwise in the
text, the pulling velocity was set to 0.005 Å/t.Data availability
The simulation data, including coordinates, trajectories, and parameters,
are available via the following address: https://doi.org/10.23729/
e4805d6f-e85e-4712-8481-948dfc7c6f0e.RESULTS
We combined BXD and SMD simulations to study the un-
folding of talin rod subdomains, using these two techniques
under different conditions (Fig. 1). In the BXD simulations,
an implicit solvent model was used, making it possible to run
a large number of replicas with minimal computational cost.
For explicit solvent all-atom SMD simulations, the system
size must be large enough (up to 60 nm) to accommodate
the unfolded protein, making these simulations computation-
ally demanding and limiting the possible number of replicas.
Before initiating the BXD production runs, a set of simu-
lations was conducted to determine the parameters suitableBiophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020 941
FIGURE 1 Nonequilibrium MD simulation techniques used for protein
unfolding under mechanical load. MD simulations that use coarse-grained
force field with the implicit solvent model are computationally the cheap-
est, whereas all-atom simulations with explicit solvent are the most compu-
tationally demanding but provide results at higher resolution. To see this
figure in color, go online.
Mykuliak et al.for the studied proteins, namely window size and number of
collisions within a box (19). The window size of 0.5 nm was
found suitable for talin rod subdomains, and the optimal
number of events was 1000 and 2000. We conducted two
sets of BXD simulations with different parameters, using
both 1000 and 2000 events. We monitored the extension
of the protein end-to-end distance as a function of time in
the BXD simulations (Fig. S1). The trajectories generated
with 2000 events for monomer bundles R9 and R3 and
1000 events for tandem R1–R2 were selected for further
analysis, as they were the most reproducible.Talin R9 and R3 unfolding in BXD
The talin rod subdomains R9 and R3 as monomer bundles
were subjected to unfolding in BXD simulations using the
end-to-end distance as a reaction coordinate. 11 independent
replicas for each subdomain were generated. To determine
the nature of the bundle unfolding and to estimate the likeli-
hood of the partially unfolded structure, including the three-
helix intermediate (15), we analyzed the PMF for complete
bundle unfolding. The PMF profiles for R9 suggest that the
whole unfolding occurs in two events that correspond to the
transition from a folded five-helix state to the three-helix in-
termediate and then to a completely unfolded structure
(zero-helix state) (Fig. 2 a). Similarly, R3 has one unfolding
event corresponding to the breaking of the three-helix state
(Fig. 2 b). The PMF values always increase during the
bundle extension, showing a higher local increase associated
with the breaking of the five- or three-helix state, which
suggests that the folded bundle is the most favorable
conformation.942 Biophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020Analysis of the evolution of the protein secondary struc-
ture during the simulation (Fig. S2) showed refolding of
a-helices after breaking the five- or three-helix state
(Fig. 2, c and d). The a-helical secondary structure breaks
during unfolding; however, once the five- or three-helix
state is collapsed and the tension applied to the structure
is released, the secondary structure of the dissociated helices
refolds. The observed refolding was most effective for
partially unfolded helices.
The generated replicas have a stochastic nature, having
slightly different PMF values and the unfolding events hav-
ing different positions. We selected 2 (out of 11) representa-
tive replicas for both R9 and R3 (highlighted in Fig. 2),
which show lower and higher PMF values in the unfolding
profiles. Analysis of the unfolding pathways showed that
the difference in the PMF values was caused by different un-
folding mechanisms. The replicas showing lower PMF
represent a mechanism in which the a-helices are detached
from the rest of the protein with minimal helix uncoiling and
thus preserve more helicity during unfolding. In contrast,
the replicas showing higher PMF represent the unfolding
mechanism in which the helices unfold before dissociation
from the rest of the protein, which results in the increase
of PMF values (Fig. 2, e and f).Talin R9 and R3 unfolding in all-atom SMD
We then subjected the R9 and R3 subdomains to mechanical
unfolding in all-atom SMD. To compare the BXD and SMD
results, we analyzed the work done by pulling in SMD. The
work profiles (Fig. 3, a and b) are very similar to the PMF
profiles from BXD, representing an increase of the values
during the bundle unfolding with two unfolding events for
R9 and one for R3. The magnitudes of the PMF and the
work are not useful as the profiles represent qualitative results
only; however, the work values from SMD are much higher
compared with PMF values from BXD. Similarly, significant
refolding of the secondary structure after breaking the five- or
three-helix structure was not observed (Fig. 3, c and d;
Fig. S3). This is due to a higher unfolding speed in SMD
than in BXD caused by the application of force with constant
velocity at 2 nm/ns. During the unfolding, the a-helices are
immediately uncoiled in SMD, and thus, the SMD results
are more similar to BXD replicas with a higher magnitude
of PMF values. The structure snapshots captured from repre-
sentative replicas (one out of five) are shown in Fig. 3, f and g.
Both the work and higher PMF values for R9 suggest that
R9 is much stronger than R3 in the response to mechanical
load.PMF profile for talin R9 unfolding obtained from
US supports BXD results
To obtain a PMF profile for the R9 unfolding pathway pro-
vided by the all-atom SMD and to compare this with the
FIGURE 2 Unfolding of talin rod R9 and R3 in
BXD simulations. (a and b) PMF of unfolding and
secondary structure helicity (c and d) for R9 and
R3, respectively. Highlighted with (a and c) dark
green and light green for R9 and (b and d) with
brown and orange for R3 are 2 representative rep-
licas out of 11 (the remaining 9 replicas are shown
in gray) that were generated in BXD simulations.
Unfolding events associated with the transition of
the folded five-helix bundle to the three-helix inter-
mediate and then to the completely unfolded struc-
ture (zero-helix state) for R9 and three-helix to the
zero-helix state for R3 are highlighted with blue
background. Shown are structure snapshots of the
representative replicas captured at (e) 10, 15, 20,
and 30 nm for R9 and (f) at 5, 10, 15, and 20 nm
for R3. The protein helicity was calculated using
DSSP. To see this figure in color, go online.
Mechanical Unfolding of ProteinsPMF from BXD, we employed US. Because the reaction co-
ordinate for complete R9 unfolding is very long (50 nm),
we used the first 20 nm of R9 extension, which represents
unfolding to the three-helix intermediate. The structure
snapshots captured at every 0.1 nm from the SMD trajectory
were used as starting conformations for the US windows.
The PMF profile from US was in very good agreement
with that obtained by BXD and very similar to BXD replicas
with a higher magnitude of PMF values (Fig. 3 e). Similarly
to BXD, the PMF values increase during the unfolding of
the five-helix R9 to the three-helix intermediate, showing
a local higher increase associated with the breaking of the
five-helix structure. Importantly, in US calculations, we em-
ployed the explicit solvent model like in SMD. The fact that
the US PMF with explicit water model is below that of SMD
suggests that high pulling speed alters the unfolding
pathway, but this requires future investigation.Talin R9 and R3 unfolding in coarse-grained SMD
To investigate how the talin rod subdomains R9 and R3 un-
fold in SMD when a much lower pulling speed is used along
with a large number of repetitions, we employed aminoacid-level coarse-grained simulations. A constant velocity
pulling at 0.05 nm/ns was applied to stretch the bundles,
and 20 parallel replicas for each were generated. We
analyzed the unfolding force profiles, and the results are
similar to our all-atom SMD findings (Fig. 4, a and b). In
coarse-grained SMD, R9 has two unfolding events, and
R3 has one major unfolding event (Fig. 4, c and d). Howev-
er, the analysis of unfolding pathways showed that in
contrast to all-atom SMD, the first unfolding event for R9
represents the collapse of the five-helix state and dissocia-
tion of H1 from the rest of the protein, followed by relaxa-
tion and subsequently dissociation of H5 (Fig. 4 e). The
second unfolding event for R9, similarly to all-atom SMD,
represents the collapse of the three-helix intermediate,
which was formed by H2–H4 in 12 out of 20 replicas. Un-
folding of R3 is in good agreement with all-atom SMD, in
which the main unfolding event corresponds to the breaking
of the three-helix state. However, the transition from a four-
helix to three-helix structure in the coarse-grained SMD
showed a significant peak in the unfolding force. The
four-helix R3 unfolds to the three-helix intermediate by
dissociation of either H1 or H4 from the rest of the
protein (Fig. 4 f); thus, the three-helix state is formed byBiophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020 943
FIGURE 3 Unfolding of talin rod R9 and R3 in
all-atom SMD simulations. (a and b) Work done by
pulling and secondary structure helicity (c and d)
for R9 and R3, respectively. Highlighted with (a
and c) green for R9 and (b and d) with brown for
R3 is a representative replica out of five (the re-
maining four replicas are shown in gray) that
were generated in SMD simulations. Unfolding
events associated with the transition of the folded
five-helix bundle to the three-helix intermediate
and then to the completely unfolded structure
(zero-helix state) for R9 and three-helix to zero-he-
lix state for R3 are highlighted with a blue back-
ground. (e) PMF of R9 unfolding using US
(green) and BXD (gray). Shown are the structure
snapshots of the representative replica captured at
(f) 10, 15, 20, and 30 nm for R9 and (g) at 5, 10,
15, and 20 nm for R3. The protein helicity was
calculated using DSSP. To see this figure in color,
go online.
Mykuliak et al.either H1-H3 or H2-H4. The breaking of the three-helix
structure causes the highest peak in the unfolding force, sug-
gesting that the three-helix intermediate is the strongest
conformation of the R3.Talin rod R1–R2 tandem domain unfolding in BXD
We next studied how the talin rod R1–R2 tandem unfolds
under mechanical load by employing BXD simulations.
Similarly to the BXD simulations on R9 and R3 monomers,
11 independent replicas were generated. The talin rod sub-
domains R1 and R2 interact via an extensive hydrophobic
interface (36); therefore, the unfolding mechanism for the
tandem is more complex than for the monomer. The PMF
increased during the protein extension in which two major
unfolding events can be identified, belonging to the unfold-
ing of the R1 and R2 bundles. The PMF profiles for R1–R2944 Biophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020also have a stochastic nature, and we selected two replicas
that represent lower and higher PMF (Fig. 5). Analysis of
the protein secondary structure evolution during unfolding
(Fig. S4) showed recoiling of the a-helices after the unfold-
ing events, and the replica with the lower PMF preserving
more helicity during unfolding. Another significant factor
influencing the PMF is whether the R1–R2 interaction inter-
face breaks, causing dissociation before unfolding. The
representative replicas 1 and 2 in Fig. 5 have an approxi-
mately equal number of residues in helical structure until
40 nm of end-to-end distance; however, the PMF is lower
for replica 2 because of dissociation of R1 and R2 subdo-
mains at the beginning of the simulation. In replica 1, R1
and R2 did not dissociate before complete unfolding. After
40 nm of end-to-end distance, the number of residues in
helical structure increases for replica 2 because of complete
unfolding of R2 and refolding of the secondary structure.
FIGURE 4 Unfolding of talin rod R9 and R3 in
all-atom and coarse-grained SMD simulations. Un-
folding force profiles are shown as function of the
protein end-to-end distance in (a and b) all-atom
and (c and d) coarse-grained SMD for R9 and
R3, respectively. Unfolding events associated
with the collapse of the five-helix bundle for R9
and the three-helix intermediate for both R9 and
R3 are highlighted with a dark blue background,
and the transition of the four-helix to the three-he-
lix structure is highlighted with a light blue back-
ground. Shown are structure snapshots of the
representative coarse-grained SMD replicas
captured at (e) 10, 15, 20, and 30 nm for R9 and
(f) at 5, 10, 15, and 20 nm for R3. To see this figure
in color, go online.
Mechanical Unfolding of ProteinsIn the BXD simulations, R1 and R2 did not dissociate
before the complete unfolding in 7 out of 11 replicas. The
four-helix R2 is mechanically weaker than the five-helix
R1 (15) and unfolded first in the tandem in 8 out 11 replicas.
Both R1 and R2 subdomains unfolded through three-helix
states, formed by H2–H3 in R1 and H1–H3 in R2.R1–R2 tandem unfolding in all-atom SMD
The R1–R2 fragment of the talin rod was then subjected to
mechanical unfolding in all-atom SMD. Because of the large
system size (754,087 atoms), only three replicas were gener-
ated. Analysis of the work done by pulling in SMD and the
unfolding pathways (Fig. 6) showed two major unfolding
events. In all three replicas, the first event is complete unfold-
ing of R2 (45 nm of the end-to-end distance), and the sec-
ond unfolding event is the complete unfolding of R1
(78 nm). This is due to the fact that R2 is mechanically
weaker than R1 (15); however, the pulling was applied to
the C-terminus of the R1–R2 fragment, which facilitates un-
folding of the structure located closer to the pulling point, R2.
The hydrophobic interface between R1 and R2 breaks before
R2 unfolding in all three replicas. Similarly to BXD, both R1
and R2 bundles unfolded through three-helix states, formed
by H2–H3 in R1 and H1–H3 in R2. Analysis of the secondary
structure evolution (DSSP analysis) is shown in Fig. S5.DISCUSSION
Our previous studies have shown that the talin rod subdo-
mains have different responses to mechanical load because
they possess varying mechanical stability (12). The individ-
ual subdomains unfold through a stable three-helix interme-
diate, which is the most stable state for four-helix bundles
and the second-most stable state for five-helix rod subdo-
mains (15). The mechanical unfolding was studied using
computational and experimental tools assessing the unfold-
ing force patterns; however, the PMF for the unfolding was
not investigated. Here, we take advantage of the BXD tech-
nique to determine the unfolding PMF profiles for the indi-
vidual talin rod subdomains and cross-validate them with
US. We demonstrate how the combination of BXD, SMD,
and US techniques can help to build a comprehensive under-
standing about protein behavior under mechanical load and
provide a comparative analysis of the BXD, SMD, and US
techniques using different levels of molecular resolution:
from an all-atom force field together with an explicit water
model to a coarse-grained force field with implicit solvent.
The BXD method was previously used to study the un-
folding of a-helical protein L, b-strand titin I27, and a–b
IM9, which are smaller than the talin rod subdomains
(17,37). Here, we demonstrate that BXD can be applied
for bigger a-helical proteins (R9 169 residues, R3 114 res-
idues, and R1–R2 296 residues), which are known to beBiophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020 945
FIGURE 5 Unfolding of the talin rod R1–R2
fragment in BXD simulations. (a) PMF of unfold-
ing and secondary structure helicity (b) for the R1–
R2 fragment. Highlighted with blue and cyan (1,2)
are 2 representative replicas out of 11 (remaining 9
replicas are shown in gray) that were generated in
BXD simulations. (c) Structure snapshots of the
representative replicas that were captured at 20
and 40 nm. The protein helicity was calculated us-
ing DSSP. Unfolding events for R1 and R2 are
shown with dashed lines. To see this figure in color,
go online.
Mykuliak et al.mechanically softer that b-strand fold and therefore more
challenging to manage using both theoretical and experi-
mental tools (38).
The BXD simulations were conducted using implicit sol-
vent, dramatically reducing the computational cost and time
needed to perform the simulations compared to an all-atom
system model. Hence, a higher number of replicas was
generated, and the unfolding was carried out much slower
than in all-atom SMD. Altogether, this brings BXD closer
to the experimental methods used to study protein unfold-
ing, such as single molecule AFM or magnetic tweezers.
Comparing the PMF for R9 from BXD to unfolding patterns
obtained by AFM (12), one can clearly see a similar stochas-
ticity of positions of the unfolding events. The first unfold-
ing event is less stochastic, whereas the second unfolding
event, which involves the breaking of the three-helix state,
is more stochastic and takes place in a range from 28 to
40 nm of end-to-end distance in BXD. In all-atom SMD,946 Biophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020the positions of the unfolding events are less stochastic
than in BXD. The stochasticity in BXD can be explained
by the fact that the use of the implicit solvent increases
the speed of the sampling of conformational space due to
a reduction of the solvent viscosity (39).
Based on our experience of using coarse-grained SMD,
BXD, and all-atom SMD simulations, we propose a work-
flow of combining these techniques (Fig. 7). The main
advantage of coarse-grained SMD using implicit solvent is
the possibility to unfold large protein constructs with a
high number of repetitions. It allows estimation of the un-
folding pathway and the prediction of the unfolding force
profile. This makes coarse-grained SMD an excellent tool
for screening of either large multidomain proteins or a large
number of proteins. Based on coarse-grained SMD data, a
limited number of the most interesting proteins/domains
could be selected for more detailed analysis with BXD
and all-atom SMD. BXD simulations were used withFIGURE 6 Unfolding of talin rod R1–R2 frag-
ment in all-atom SMD simulations. (a) Work
done by pulling and secondary structure helicity
(b) for the R1–R2 fragment. Highlighted with
blue is a representative replica out of three (re-
maining two replicas are shown in gray) that
were generated in SMD simulations. (c) Structure
snapshots of the representative replicas that were
captured at 20 and 40 nm. The protein helicity
was calculated using DSSP. Unfolding events for
R1 and R2 are shown with dashed lines. To see
this figure in color, go online.
FIGURE 7 Schematic workflow of combining coarse-grained SMD,
BXD, all-atom SMD, and US for the study of protein unfolding under me-
chanical load. The dollar sign represents computational resources needed to
conduct the simulations, with coarse-grained simulations being the cheap-
est and US the most computationally expensive. To see this figure in color,
go online.
Mechanical Unfolding of Proteinsunited-atom force field and implicit solvent; therefore, a
high number of replicas for a single domain protein could
be generated. The strongest merit of the BXD approach is
the possibility to estimate the PMF of the unfolding process.
However, the BXD setup requires the finding of appropriate
parameters for protein unfolding, namely box size and num-
ber of events, to allow the protein extension with good sam-
pling and is thus more appropriate for single domain protein
constructs. Finally, all-atom SMD is a flexible and powerful
tool for protein unfolding and is very good in combination
with BXD for cross-validation of the experiments. Using
an explicit water model for protein unfolding enables
detailed understanding of the unfolding mechanisms but
makes the approach computationally expensive because of
the large system size. Therefore, protein size, number of
replicas, and extension distance are factors to be considered.
Protein unfolding in SMD could be further analyzed with
US to construct the PMF; however, because of the very
long (50 nm) reaction coordinate, the number of US sim-
ulations required to construct the PMF are too expensive
computationally.
The unfolding free energy landscapes provided in the
current study show that during unfolding, the PMF in-
creases from the very beginning until complete bundle un-
folding, with no local energy minimum. This suggests that
the folded state is the most favorable conformation of the
talin subdomains, and the intermediate states can exist un-
der mechanical load only. This finding implicates that in
the absence of force or reduction of mechanical load,
partially unfolded talin rod subdomains should spontane-ously refold; however, the refolding mechanism requires
further investigation.
Previous studies have shown that mechanical stretching of
talin exposes binding sites for vinculin (6,9,10). Binding of
vinculin to talin inhibits talin in an unfolded conformation,
and under higher mechanical load (>25 pN), vinculin disso-
ciates from talin (14,40). This suggests that binding of vincu-
lin to talin requires the folded conformation of a-helices, and
at large forces, the a-helical secondary structure becomes un-
stable, leading to dissociation of vinculin. A recent study sug-
gests that vinculin binding can contribute to talin helix
refolding (41). All-atom SMD suggests an unfolding mecha-
nism in which the a-helical secondary structure permanently
breaks during subdomain unfolding (Fig. 3, c and d), and no
significant refolding was observed because of the high pull-
ing speed applied to stretch the protein. In contrast to all-
atom SMD, in BXD, the protein a-helical secondary structure
was not completely unfolded during the breaking of the
bundle tertiary structure, especially in replicas with lower un-
folding PMF, and significant refolding of individual a-helices
was observed (Fig. 2, c and d).
Collectively, our BXD and SMD simulations suggest a
model of unfolding of the talin rod subdomains, explaining
the mechanism of structure breaking and refolding of a-he-
lices, which is crucial for vinculin binding (Fig. S6). Under
mechanical load, either the completely folded bundle or
three-helix intermediate breaks, and during this process,
the a-helical secondary structure unfolds but not
completely. The a-helices preserve some helical structure
after dissociation from the rest of the protein and then
rapidly refold because of low mechanical load and, conse-
quently, the low speed of unfolding. After the refolding of
the secondary structure, vinculin-binding helices become
capable of complexation with vinculin. If the mechanical
load on the talin rod is reduced, the three-helix intermedi-
ates and completely unfolded bundles refold their tertiary
structure, unless they are ‘‘locked’’ into an unfolded confor-
mation by bound vinculin (14). This model assumes that the
unfolding occurs with low mechanical load (40 pN) in the
microsecond-to-minute time frame, typical for in vivo con-
ditions and currently not accessible by simulations.CONCLUSION
We have presented an analysis of mechanical unfolding of
talin rod subdomains R9 and R3 and R1–R2 tandem using
BXD and SMD simulations at a different detail level. We
demonstrated that BXD with implicit solvent is a powerful
tool for the calculation of PMF profiles for protein unfolding
at low computational cost. Coarse-grained SMD is very
good for screening of a large number of proteins, whereas
all-atoms simulations provide the highest detail level.
PMF plots obtained from BXD revealed that the three-he-
lix intermediate in talin rod subdomains is stabilized by
force during mechanical unfolding, and US confirmed theseBiophysical Journal 119, 939–949, September 1, 2020 947
Mykuliak et al.results. The BXD simulations revealed that the a-helical
secondary structure refolds after the breaking of the bundle
tertiary structure, which is probably crucial for the recruit-
ment of vinculin to partially or completely unfolded talin
rod subdomains. We propose a general workflow applicable
for the study of the mechanical response of proteins with
different MD methods.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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